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Strengths-based leadership: Clifton StrengthsFinder (CSF) survey of the, 98–103; description of the, 98; overview and applications of, 98–100; research evolution of the concept of, 100–103; situational leadership versus, 323–324; strengths and weaknesses of, 104t; strengths-based leadership domains and talent themes, 101t
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leadership model on leaders and,
169–175; transformational leadership
on factors that influence efforts of,
191–194

System (or chaos) theory, 60
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299–300; system or chaos theory
assumptions on, 60; worldview of
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interaction dynamics, 165–166; team
leader functions, 164–165; teamwork,
166–167
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content of group-centered theory of,
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types of teams, 161; overview and
applying the concept of, 161–168;
strengths and weaknesses of, 168

Teams: collective efficacy of, 173; environment
of operations of, 172; manager-
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model on, 169–175; support of
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relationship-centered theories, 71t,
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effectiveness, 71t, 117–146; theories of
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Willful blindness: to deconstruct formal leadership theory evolution, 66–67; description of, 45; implicit leadership
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Women: authenticity as privileged concept and implications for, 285–286; connective leadership on inclusion and commodification issues of, 229; leader prototype on females as less “believable” leaders, 77; Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) differences for, 93; post-industrial leadership among, 66

Work: adaptive challenge of avoidance of adaptive, 269–270; adaptive leadership on giving back to the group, 273–274; shared leadership on interdependence of, 173

Worker commodification: boomerang implications for leaders, 142; deconstruction of theories of production and effectiveness and, 141–143; neglects situational complexity, 142–143; workers are subject to leaders’ perceptions, 141–142

Worldviews: bridging differences between, 303; dominate systems, 40; grounded humanism, 298–299; influence on leadership outcomes by, 213; leadership theory delimited by, 11, 12t
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